WAVELET ANALYSIS OF VOLUNTARY COUGH SOUND IN PATIENTS WITH RESPIRATORY DISEASES

Changes in the characteristics of the cough sound may refer to some specific pathological processes and their evolution. In this pilot study we analyzed voluntary cough sound properties in subjects with asthma bronchiale (AB) and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and discriminated them from the control cough sound in healthy subjects. The wavelet transform was used due to a nonstationarity of cough sound recordings. The duration of cough sound was longer during pathological conditions. The longest duration and the highest power of the cough sound were found in COPD. In AB patients, higher frequencies were detected compared with chronic bronchitis and the power of cough sound was shifted to a higher frequency range compared with control coughs. Cough sounds were classified using discriminant analysis with a correct classification rate of about 85-90%. The method of cough analysis enables an objective quantification of voluntary cough sound with a useful diagnostic and prognostic value.
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INTRODUCTION

Cough is an important symptom of many respiratory and non-respiratory diseases accompanied by a characteristic acoustic phenomenon - cough sound. Changes in the characteristics of cough sound may refer to some specific pathological processes and their evolution. Therefore, information acquired from the cough sound is part of clinical practice (1). The patient's own subjective description of cough frequency and properties usually does not help in
identification of its cause. Smith et al (2) reported that health professionals are able to differentiate cough with mucus expectoration (productive cough) from those without mucus (nonproductive cough), but this differentiation is subjective, dependent on the clinician’s skill and experience, and sometimes may lead to wrong diagnosis. Such subjective evaluation does not allow storing the cough sound data either. These problems have led to designing new methods of objective analysis of the acoustic properties of cough sound. Recently, several algorithms for detection of cough sounds in continuous sound monitoring have been developed to enable objective quantification of cough frequency and timing (3-5) or differentiation of cough sounds among healthy subjects and patients with various diseases (6-7). Several possible methods of cough sound analysis have been proposed, including tussiphonogram analysis (7), frequency domain (spectral) analysis (6, 8), or comparison between spectrogram and time-expanded waveforms (9-11). However, the major limitation of these methods is that an obvious nonstationarity of the cough sound is usually ignored.

In this study we propose a method of quantification of acoustic properties using time-frequency analysis by wavelet transform. Our major aim was to find the parameters of cough sound records that would enable to discriminate voluntary cough sounds obtained from healthy subjects and patients with common chronic respiratory diseases - asthma bronchiale (AB) and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Subjects

The study was approved by a local Ethics Committee and was performed in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975 for Human Research. We analyzed a total of 65 voluntary cough sound recordings from healthy subjects (control group) and patients with AB and COPD. The set included 26 recordings from the control subjects (11 males, 15 females, median age 22 years), 17 related to AB patients (8 males, 9 females, median age 32 years) and 22 obtained from patients with COPD (16 males, 6 females, median age 67 years). The asthmatic and COPD patients were in stable phases of disease without any detectable acute symptoms (e.g., dyspnea, wheezing), and patients received their regular pharmacological treatment.

Cough sound recording and analysis

Recordings of the cough sound were obtained in a quiet echo-free room by a condenser microphone placed in a constant distance from the patient’s mouth, out of the main stream of expired air to eliminate artifacts. Subjects were asked to perform three voluntary coughs with maximal effort following maximal inspiration. The sound with maximal intensity from three attempts was chosen for further analysis. Cough sounds were sampled at a frequency of 11025 Hz. Cough sound analysis was implemented and performed by a self-developed computer program written in MATLAB programming environment (HUMUSOFT, v.7.3.0.267).
Global properties of cough sound

At first, we studied the acoustic pressure changes over time, so called tussiphonogram. The start and end of cough sound was detected when the sound signal standard deviation (in a window of 200 samples) exceeded the empirically ascertained threshold level (ten times the level of background noise measured during cough-free periods). After detection of the start and end of cough sound, the length of cough sound was measured.

For further analysis, time-frequency analysis using wavelet transform was applied. Wavelet analysis was performed using Daubechies 3 as a mother wavelet. The results of the continuous wavelet transform were expressed in the form of a scalogram (Fig. 1). Wavelet coefficients are a function of wave translation (time) and its scale. Fast changes of the signal amplitude (high frequency oscillations) were expressed on lower scales, slow changes on higher scales. Scale values could be approximately transformed to pseudo-frequency units $F_a$ (in Hz).

For each cough sound, we found a maximum of all wavelet coefficients (for all times and scales). Time of the occurrence of cough sound ($\text{TIME}_{\text{max}}$), corresponding wavelet scale ($\text{SCALE}_{\text{max}}$), and a value of the maximum wavelet coefficient (MAX) were quantified. Power at given time instant of a cough sound was calculated by integration (as an area under the wavelet coefficients curve) for each sample of time ("vertical integration of scalogram"). We measured the maximum value of power ($\text{MAXPOWER}_{\text{time}}$) during individual cough sounds. Next, we explored

Fig. 1. Voluntary cough sound is presented in the form of acoustic pressure changes over time and in the form of a wavelet scalogram for the whole cough sound (A) and for a short interval of cough sound as the maximum of wavelet coefficients (B). The value of each wavelet coefficient is illustrated on the scalogram by a shade chosen from the grayscale (on the right-hand side of the figure) as a combination of scale (y-axis, reciprocal function of frequency) and translation (x-axis, time) values. Fast changes of the signal amplitude (high frequency oscillations) are expressed in low scales, slow changes in high scales. Vertical and horizontal integrations are indicated: vertical integration refers to the computing of sound power at a given time instant. Horizontal integration enables to estimate the contribution of given scale (and corresponding frequency) to the whole cough sound record. Vertical integration was performed for each time instant (each sample), horizontal integration was performed for each value of scale (each frequency). AU - arbitrary units. Wavelet scale is a dimensionless value.
the distribution of the signal power in the frequency domain. After calculation of the power for each band of a wavelet scale (corresponding to the appropriate frequency), as an area under the appropriate wavelet coefficients during the whole cough sound ("horizontal integration of scalogram"), we detected the frequency related to the maximum power (FREQUENCY_{maxpower}). Based on the power values computed for each measured scale, we calculated the energy distribution of the whole cough sound in four frequency bands: over 1764 Hz (FB1), from 882 to 1764 Hz (FB2), from 490 to 882 Hz (FB3), and below 490 Hz (FB4). We determined a percentage of power corresponding to these frequency bands (PFB1, PFB2, PFB3, PFB4) related to the total energy E of a cough sound recording. Another parameter computed after "horizontal integration" was the cutoff frequency (cut-off) - maximum frequency (minimum scale), where the sound power decreased below 10% of the maximum total power (corresponding to the scale of FREQUENCY_{maxpower}) - it is a measure of the upper limit of frequencies contributing to cough sound.

Decomposition of the signal up to 5th level was realized by a discrete wavelet transform. In this way, 5 vectors of detail coefficients and 5 vectors of approximate coefficients were computed. Each of them was described by its energy - it was quantified as a sum of squares of vector values (ED1-5 (energy of detail coefficients 1-5), EA1-5 (energy of approximate coefficients 1-5). We computed also proportion of ED1-5 and EA1-5 to the total energy (PED1-5, PEA1-5).

**Detailed cough sound properties related to the sample with the maximum of wavelet coefficients**

We depicted the curve of wavelet coefficients (spectrum) related to the sample, when their maximum occurred (time instant TIME_{max}). This spectrum was divided into 5 bands (V1-5) according to the scale values. The lowest frequencies under 352 Hz correspond to the V5 band, frequency range 352-490 Hz represents the V4 band, the range 490-801 Hz represents the V3 part. A frequency band from 801 to 2205 Hz was expressed in the V2 band. The highest frequencies over 2205 Hz were included in the V1 band. Powers of all these bands (PV1 - PV5) were computed and subsequently related to the total power corresponding to this instant of time (ratios PV1Ratio-PV5Ratio). In addition, we found a frequency band with maximum power (PV_{maxBand}) and computed its power (PV_{max}).

**Statistics**

Due to nongaussian distribution of variables (confirmed using the Lilliefors test), we used the Mann-Whitney U test to evaluate between group differences in the cough sound characteristics. Pearson Chi-square test was used to test the relationship between different diseases and the number of band with the maximum power (parameter PV_{maxBand}). Differences were considered significant if P< 0.05.

Subsequently, we performed a discriminant analysis considering the parameters of the cough sound. Variables that mostly and independently contributed to the discrimination of the groups assessed were selected by a stepwise backward selection algorithm to minimize cross-correlations between variables. The performance of linear discrimination function was evaluated using a leave-one-out strategy to reduce in-sample error and Jacknifed classification matrix values were presented.

**RESULTS**

**Global properties of the cough sound**

The analysis of cough sound duration revealed that under pathological conditions the cough sound lasted longer. In COPD, the length of sound was
greater compared with both the control group (P=0.001) and the AB group (P=0.001). There also was a significant difference in the duration of cough sound in the AB patients compared with the controls (P=0.037).

The maximum of wavelet coefficients for COPD occurred later (parameter \( \text{TIME}_{\text{max}} \)) compared with the control (P=0.002) and AB groups (P=0.001) and was found at a higher scale (corresponding to lower frequencies) in COPD compared with asthma (parameter \( \text{SCALE}_{\text{max}} \), P=0.012). The value of this maximum (parameter MAX) was highest in the COPD group (COPD vs. control: P=0.001, COPD vs. AB: P=0.001). A significant difference also was found in the MAX value between the AB and control groups; it was lower in the AB group (P=0.025).

The maximum power of cough sound (\( \text{MAXPOWER}_{\text{time}} \)) was significantly higher in the COPD group compared with the other two groups (P=0.001 for each comparison). This value was lower in the AB group (P=0.035) if compared with the controls. There was no significant difference related to the frequency at which the power value reached the maximum (\( \text{FREQUENCY}_{\text{maxpower}} \)) between the COPD and control groups. These frequencies were predominantly found in a range from 275 Hz up to 600 Hz, although they could reach up to 800 Hz in the COPD group. This parameter was higher in the AB than in the control group (P=0.007). For the cutoff frequency (cut-off), significant differences occurred only between COPD and AB; this measure was higher in the AB group (P=0.023).

Differences also were found considering the sound power distribution in the four frequency bands studied. Although no significant differences between the groups were found in the percentage of power in the highest frequencies (over 1764 Hz - parameter PFB1), the second and fourth bands’ contributions (PFB2, PFB4) to the total sound power were significantly different between the AB and control groups: in the AB group, PFB2 parameter was higher (P=0.017), and PFB4 was lower (P=0.005) when compared with the controls (Fig. 2).

According to the discrete wavelet transform results, the energies of all detailed and approximate coefficients were higher in COPD compared with the other two groups. In addition, the parameter ED3 was higher (P=0.018), while ED5 (P=0.031) and PED5 were lower (P=0.003) in the AB compared with control subjects.

**Cough sound properties related to the sample with maximum wavelet coefficients**

In the instant when the sample with maximum of wavelet coefficients occurred, powers in the two frequency bands related to the frequency range 352-801 Hz (V3 and V4) were significantly higher in the COPD group compared with the other two groups (P= 0.001). Marked differences were also found in PV5 (power at the lowest frequencies): COPD caused its increase (P=0.001) if compared with the other two groups; asthma caused its decrease (P=0.021) in comparison with the control group.
The contribution of frequency bands expressed as the percentage of the total power was significantly different, especially when COPD was compared with the AB group; the proportion of the second (PV2Ratio, P=0.002) and third frequency bands (PV3Ratio, P=0.008) was lower in COPD. The presence of COPD resulted in an increase in the contribution of V5 (the parameter PV5Ratio, P=0.008). The proportion of the third band (PV3Ratio) was higher (P=0.033) and of the fifth band PV5Ratio was lower (P=0.033) in asthma compared with the controls. COPD differed from the controls only by a decrease in the high frequency contribution - the parameters PV1Ratio (P=0.01) and PV2Ratio (P=0.027). Although we found several clear differences between the COPD and the other two groups, differentiation between asthma and control subjects remained inadequate, which brought it into the focus of our further analysis.

![Fig. 2. Time-expanded waveforms and cough sound powers - results of vertical (sound power as a function of time) and horizontal (sound power as a function of wavelet scale) integration: A - control group, B - asthma bronchiale. In the asthma patient, the power of cough sound is shifted to a higher frequency range compared with the control coughs. Different scales correspond to the appropriate frequency values according to the frequency scale shown in the bottom panels. A marked sound non-stationarity can be seen in the middle graphs - sound power oscillates with time in a very complex manner. AU - arbitrary units.](image-url)
Based on the previous frequency bands division (V1-V5), the frequency band with the maximal power contribution to the signal at a sample with maximum of wavelet coefficients was chosen (the parameter \( PV_{\text{maxBand}} \)). A relation between the \( PV_{\text{maxBand}} \) and group was found (Fig. 3A): maximum occurred in the V5 band mostly in the COPD and control groups. In contrast, this situation occurred in only one case in the AB group (1 of the 17 records). The maximum in the V3 and V4 bands occurred in all three groups. The maximum in the V4 band was typical for asthmatic coughs, its occurrence in the V3 band had the same probability for asthma as was that for the controls.

**Classification**

Two linear functions (Factor 1 and 2, see Fig. 3B) were required to discriminate the three groups studied - these two functions were found by a

---

**Fig. 3.** Discrimination between the analyzed groups. A - Differences in the number of bands with maximum contribution to the sound power (parameter \( PV_{\text{maxBand}} \)) at the time when a sample with the maximum of wavelet coefficients occurs. In the asthma (AB) group, the maximum power in this time instant can be found mostly in the third and fourth bands and rarely occurs in the fifth band. In contrast, in control subjects the fifth frequency band contributes to power at this time instant very often. No significant differences in this parameter were found between the COPD and control groups. Coughs in the AB group differed significantly when compared with the COPD and control groups in this qualitative measure. Power (\( PV_{\text{max}} \)) of frequency band \( PV_{\text{maxBand}} \) is lower in asthma cough when compared with the control group (Pearson Chi\(^2\), \( P<0.05 \)). B - Final discrimination based on the variables Factor 1 and Factor 2 that are linear combinations of selected cough sound parameters. Variables that contributed the most to the discrimination between the groups assessed were selected by a stepwise backward selection algorithm to minimize cross-correlations between the variables. COPD coughs differed from the other two groups, AB and control cough sounds were more similar in the parameters assessed.
discriminant analysis. Several variables that contributed most significantly to the discrimination of these groups were chosen by an automatic procedure of stepwise backward selection. These parameters included: length of the cough sound, $PV_{\text{max Band}}$, $PV_4$, $PV_5$, PFB1, PFB4, cut-off, total energy, and PED1. Other parameters were excluded from the discriminant functions due to a high correlation with other included variables, which made little suitable for addition new information concerning the group discrimination. About 85-90% of cough sounds were correctly classified into the appropriate groups (Fig. 3B).

**DISCUSSION**

This study demonstrates that it is possible to successfully tell control, asthmatic, and COPD subjects apart, based on the parameters of wavelet analysis of voluntary cough sounds recordings.

The background of the cough sound creation is so far obscure. It is assumed that the cough sound is created by vibration of the lungs and airways structures. The process is accompanied by a change of the laminary air flow into a turbulent one (7), mostly when narrowing of the airways occurs due to bronchoconstriction or hypersecretion. In addition, changes in airway compliance may affect the ability of airway structures to resound, which has an important effect on the cough sound (6), and which motivated us to perform the cough sound analysis during common pathological conditions in the respiratory tract.

Several papers have dealt with a spectral analysis of cough sound by Fourier transform. However, this kind of analysis is suitable only for the processing of stationary signals and the cough sound is non-stationary in its nature (12). Time-frequency methods, including wavelet analysis, enable spectral analysis of non-stationary signals with improved time and frequency resolution.

In the present study we confirmed previous findings that duration of the cough sound is longer in pathological conditions (6, 7). The longest duration highest power of the sound were typical for COPD compared with other groups. In addition, the length of cough sound in AB was greater compared with the controls. According to the visual inspection of a scalogram, we found that lower frequencies (under 1500 Hz) contributed substantially to the overall energy of the cough sound. When the sound intensity during an individual cough decreases (especially at the end of cough), higher frequencies are accented. This finding is in accordance with the findings of Piirila (13). In addition, we tried to objectively ascertain the upper limit of cough sound frequencies. Significant differences in this limit were found between the COPD and asthma patients; in the latter group the frequency limit shifted upward, which is likely caused by airway narrowing.

In the present study we described the pattern of distribution of the signal power in the frequency domain. Pavesi et al. (3) quantified the energy expended in a cough by measuring the area under the power spectral curve. We quantified the sound
energy in a similar manner by considering the area under the wavelet coefficients curve. We found that COPD differs from the other groups by a significantly higher amount of energy in the frequency range under 800 Hz. Sound energy related to the lowest frequencies under 500 Hz contributes to the total energy of cough sound less in the asthma than in the control group. On the other side, frequency band between 882 Hz and 1764 Hz is enhanced in patients suffering from asthma. These findings confirm the observation that higher frequencies are accented in the sound spectrum of cough during airway obstruction (14).

Many of the cough sound characteristics assessed in this study were different between the COPD and the other two (AB, control) groups, including the time of the occurrence of wavelet coefficients maximum ($TIME_{\text{max}}$; higher in COPD), the scale of this maximum ($SCALE_{\text{max}}$; higher in COPD), the parameter cut-off (lower in COPD), and all the parameters quantifying cough sound intensity ($MAXPOWER_{\text{time}}$, the energies of all detailed and approximate coefficients, total power; all of which were higher in the COPD group).

With regard to the comparison of cough between healthy control subjects and patients with AB, we found differences in the value of wavelet coefficients maximum ($MAX$, lower in AB), in frequency contributing maximally to the whole cough sound energy ($FREQUENCY_{\text{maxpower}}$, higher in AB group), in the contribution of frequencies from 882 to 1764 Hz (parameter PFB2, higher in AB) and frequencies below 490 Hz (PFB4, lower in AB group), and in the parameters derived by discrete wavelet transform ($ED3$, higher in AB; $ED5$, $PED5$, lower in AB group compared with control subjects).

The analysis we performed enabled to correctly classify about 85-90% of records. Differences in the quality of cough sound can be objectified with the use of methods suitable for non-stationary signal analysis. Acoustic properties of the cough sound can provide auxiliary, rapidly and non-invasively obtainable measures with potentially useful diagnostic and prognostic values. We suggest that after further research the acoustic parameters could be used for an automatic classification of cough sounds to aid the assessment of disease progression and to monitor therapy.
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